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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t
A  high  accuracy  and  speed  method  (HASM)  of  surface  modelling  is  developed  to  ﬁnd a  solution  for  error
problem and  to  improve  computation  speed.  A  digital  elevation  model  (DEM)  is  established  on spatial
resolution  of  13.5  km  ×  13.5 km.  Regression  formulations  among  temperature,  elevation  and  latitude  are
simulated  in  terms  of data  from  2766  weather  observation  stations  scattered  over the  world  by using
the  13.5  km  ×  13.5  km  DEM  as auxiliary  data.  Three  climate  scenarios  of  HadCM3  are  reﬁned  from  spatial
resolution  of  405  km  ×  270  km  to  13.5  km  × 13.5  km  in  terms  of the  regression  formulations.  HASM  is
employed  to  simulate  surfaces  of  mean  annual  bio-temperature,  mean  annual  precipitation  and  potential
evapotranspiration  ratio  during  the  periods  from  1961  to  1990  (T1),  from  2010  to  2039  (T2), from  2040
to  2069  (T3), and  from  2070  to  2099  (T4)  on spatial  resolution  of 13.5  km ×  13.5  km.  Three  scenarios  of
terrestrial  ecosystems  on  global  level are  ﬁnally  developed  on  the  basis  of  the  simulated  climate  surfaces.
The  scenarios  show  that  all  polar/nival,  subpolar/alpine  and  cold  ecosystem  types  would  continuously
shrink  and  all tropical  types,  except  tropical  rain  forest  in scenario  A1Fi,  would  expand  because  of  the
climate  warming.  Especially  at  least  80%  of  moist  tundra  and  22%  of  nival  area  might  disappear  in  period
T4 comparing  with  the ones  in  the  period  T1.  Tropical  thorn  woodland  might  increase  by  more  than
97%.  Subpolar/alpine  moist  tundra  would  be  the  most  sensitive  ecosystem  type  because  its  area  would
have  the  rapidest  decreasing  rate  and  its  mean  center  would  shift  the  longest  distance  towards  west.
Subpolar/alpine  moist  tundra  might  be able  to  serve  as  an  indicator  of  climatic  change.  In  general,  climate
change  would  lead  to a  continuous  reduction  of  ecological  diversity.
© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Since early 1980s, surface modelling of terrestrial ecosystems
has received a great interest and achieved various results. For
instance, it was found that climate was one of the main deter-
minants of ecosystem ranges; distributions of many ecosystems
were known to have changed with changing climate in the past
(Huntley & Birks, 1983; Lavorel, 1999; McGlone et al., 2001; Mayle
et al., 2004; MA,  2005; Biermann, 2007). Bioclimatic models, based
on physiological constraints to plant growth and regeneration,
were developed to simulate potential distribution of forest trees
(Sykes et al., 1996). It was reported that rising temperatures and a
redistribution of precipitation exerted signiﬁcant impacts on plant
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physiology and led to major changes in potential vegetation struc-
ture, which might in turn provide feedbacks on climate through its
effect on meteorological conditions at the land surface (Pielke et al.,
1998; Betts et al., 2000). It was recognized that the IPCC climate
scenarios for the 21st century represented major changes in envi-
ronmental boundary conditions for the Earth’s vegetation, but that
these could not presently be identiﬁed locally because the regional
pattern of a modiﬁed climate remained unpredictable (Cramer and
Whittaker, 1999). Changes of regional and seasonal climate pattern
could strongly inﬂuence the diversity and distribution of species
and thus affect ecosystems and biodiversity. The simulated result
indicated that the climate in large areas would no longer be suitable
for many plant species and many individuals of these species would
disappear from the concerning areas (Bakkenes et al., 2002). Extinc-
tion risks for sample regions that cover some 20% of the Earth’s
terrestrial surface were assessed by using projections of species’
distributions for future climate scenarios (Thomas et al., 2004).
They found that about 35% of species and taxa would be commit-
ted to extinction in their sample of regions under maximum climate
change scenarios. Different aspects of risk arising from future cli-
0304-3800/$ – see front matter ©  2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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mate change were assessed by quantifying changes in the spatial
distribution of future climatic conditions compared with the recent
past on the basis of species distribution models and extinction rates
(Ohlemüller et al., 2006).With rapid advances in methods of climate
surface modelling, it is now possible to simulate the distributions
of ecosystems using their major climate drivers.
Great efforts have been made to set up necessary datasets for
surface modelling. Global vegetation and land-use databases on
spatial resolution of 1◦ × 1◦ were compiled in digital form drawing
upon approximately 100 published sources complemented by
a large collection of satellite imagery (Matthews, 1983), which
made a considerable contribution to simulating the radiation
balance of the earth and numerous biogeochemical cycles related
to climate maintenance and climate change. After it had been
found that the absence of a global biodiversity map  with sufﬁcient
biogeographical resolution made many distinctive biotas remain
unrecognized, a dataset of the terrestrial ecoregions of the world
was developed to accurately reﬂect the complex distribution of
the Earth’s natural communities, which consisted of 14 biomes
and eight biogeographic realms and nested within these were 867
ecoregions (Olson et al., 2001).The principal sources of climate data
used for surface modelling were climate surfaces, generated by
interpolating observed climate data that were sampled at varying
intensities from across a region (Olwoch et al., 2003). A global dis-
tribution map  of tropical dry forest was derived from the recently
developed MODIS product of Vegetation Continuous Fields, which
depicted percentage tree cover at a resolution of 500 m,  combined
with previously deﬁned maps of biomes; the extent of tropical dry
forest currently protected was estimated by overlaying the forest
map  with a global data set of the distribution of protected areas
(Miles et al., 2006). A physically based approach for generating Leaf
Area Index (LAI) was developed to produce a long time series of
LAI products from MODIS and AVHRR data (Ganguly et al., 2008).
Implementation of this approach indicated good consistency in
LAI values retrieved from Normalized Difference Vegetation Index
(AVHRR mode) and from spectral bidirectional reﬂectance factor
(MODIS mode).
Mountain areas around the globe could explain why  global
ecological diversity patterns did not always follow a latitudinal
gradient of decreasing ecological diversity from the tropics to
the poles (Körner, 2000). The contribution of mountain areas to
local, regional and global ecological diversity is undisputed, but
the processes generating the observed patterns are poorly under-
stood (Burke, 2003). Projections of future species distributions and
derived community descriptors cannot be reliably discussed unless
model accuracy is quantiﬁed explicitly. A method was  proposed
to incorporate methodological uncertainty into the modelling pro-
cess and derive robust estimates of species turnover across a range
of climate scenarios (Thuiller, 2004). Understanding past, present
and future of ecosystem distribution depends strongly on accuracy
of digital elevation model (DEM) because ecological patterns and
terrain are closely related (Tarolli et al., 2009).
In this paper, terrestrial ecosystem scenarios on global level is
simulated on the basis of a dataset from 2766 weather observation
stations scattered over the earth since 1949, a climate scenarios
dataset from IPCC HadCM3 and a DEM on spatial resolution of
90 m × 90 m by means of a high accuracy and speed method (HASM)
for surface modelling.
2. Materials
2.1. Datasets
The DEM is from Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM),
which can be obtained at spatial resolution of three arc seconds,
about 90 m (http://srtm.csi.cgiar.org). The SRTM DEM has an abso-
lute vertical accuracy of ±16 m,  a relative vertical accuracy of ±10 m
for 90% of the data, and an absolute horizontal accuracy of ±20 m
(Walker et al., 2007).
The ﬁrst source of climate change dataset on global level is from
Monthly Climatic Data for the World (MCDW). MCDW  is a publi-
cation of monthly summary climatic data from around the world,
prepared by National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA) cooperating with the World Meteorological Organization
(WMO). Data are prepared by Members of the World Meteorolog-
ical Organization for selected stations and exchanged monthly via
international telecommunications under provisions of the WMO
Technical Regulations, WMO  Publications No. 306 (Manual on
Codes) and No. 386 (Manual on the Global Telecommunications
System). The second source of the climatic data is supplied by China
Meteorological Data Sharing Service System (CMDSSS). MCDW
and CMDSSS are combined together to develop statistical trans-
fer functions of main climatic factors for simulating the ecosystem
distribution (Fig. 1).
The climatic scenarios are the third version of the Hadley Center
coupled model (HadCM3), developed by A1Fi, A2 and B2 exper-
iments (Johns et al., 2003). The A1 scenario family describes a
future world of very rapid economic growth, global population that
peaks in mid-century and declines thereafter, and the rapid intro-
duction of new and more efﬁcient technologies; the A1 scenario
family develops into three groups and its A1Fi group describes that
technological change in the energy system is fossil intensive. The
A2 storyline and scenario family describes a very heterogeneous
world with more rapid population growth but less rapid economic
growth than A1, which is self-reliance and preservation of local
identities. The B2 scenario family describes a world, in which pop-
ulation increases at a lower rate than in A2 scenario family and the
emphasis is on local solutions to economic, social, and environmen-
tal sustainability.
2.2. Climatic surfaces
The DEM on spatial resolution of 90 m × 90 m is converted into
the one on spatial resolution of 13.5 km × 13.5 km by a resam-
pling method. The resampling method estimates properties of an
estimator by measuring those properties when sampling from
an approximating distribution (Efron, 1979). The relationships
of precipitation and biotemperature with elevation and latitude
are statistically analyzed on the basis of the data from 2766
weather observation stations scattered over the Earth by using
13.5 km × 13.5 km DEM as auxiliary data. The weather observation
data include temperature, precipitation, elevation, and geographi-
cal location of each weather observation station during the period
from 1949 to 2009. The statistical analysis indicates that mean
annual precipitation has no signiﬁcant relation with elevation and
latitude while mean annual biotemperature closely depends on
elevation and latitude. In the north hemisphere, the regression
relationship among mean annual biotemperature (MABnor), lati-
tude (LATnor) and elevation (DEMnor) can be formulated as, with
correlation coefﬁcient of 0.955,
MABnor = 29.743 − 0.383LATnor − 0.003DEMnor (1)
In the southern hemisphere,
MABsou = 29.724 + 0.398LATsou − 0.003DEMsou (2)
where MABsou, LATsou and DEMsou presents mean annual biotemper-
ature, latitude and elevation, respectively; correlation coefﬁcient is
0.958.
The data of HadCM3A1Fi, A2 and B2 scenarios with a spatial
horizontal grid point spacing of 3.75◦ (about 405 km) longitude and
2.5◦ (about 270 km)  latitude have 7008 grid cells, of which the north
hemisphere and the south hemisphere have equally 3504 grid cells.
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Fig. 1. DEM on global level and 2766 weather observation stations scattered over the world (black points).
The grid cells in the north hemisphere are numbered as 1, 2, . . .,
3504 and the ones in south hemisphere as 3505, 3506, . . .,  and
7008. They are ﬁrst preprocessed by using the following equations,
˛i0(t) = MABi0(t) + 0.383LATi0 + 0.003DEMi0 (3)
ˇj0(t) = MABj0(t) − 0.398LATj0 + 0.003DEMj0 (4)
where ˛i0(t), MABi0(t), LATi0 and DEMi0 represent, respectively,
parameter to be estimated, mean annual biotemperature that can
be calculated in terms of temperature data of scenarios A1Fi, A2a
or B2a, latitude and elevation of grid cell i in the north hemisphere
(i = 1, 2, 3,. . ..  . .,  3504); ˇj0(t), MABj0(t), LATj0 and DEMj0 are, respec-
tively, parameter to be estimated, mean annual biotemperature
that can be calculated in terms of temperature data of scenarios
A1Fi, A2a or B2a, latitude and elevation of grid cell j in the south
hemisphere (j = 3505, 3506, . . .,  7008); t is time variable; LATi0 ≥ 0;
LATj0 < 0.
Then HASM-MGS (see Appendix A) is operated on the pre-
processed data ˛i0(t) and ˇi0(t) by using 13.5 km × 13.5 km
DEM as the auxiliary data. The results on spatial resolution of
13.5 km × 13.5 km,  produced by HASM-MGS, include 2077201 grid
cells in the north hemisphere and 2074320 grid cells in the south
hemisphere. The data produced by HASM-MGS are presented as
˛l(xnor, ynor, t) (l = 1, 2, . . .,  2077201) in the north hemisphere and
ˇk(xsou, ysou, t) (k = 1, 2, . . .,  2074320) in the south hemisphere,
in which (xnor, ynor) and (xsou, ysou) are, respectively, geographical
coordinates of the corresponding grid cell in the north hemisphere
and in the south hemisphere. In terms of ˛l(xnor, ynor, t) and ˇk(xsou,
ysou, t), the biotemperature surfaces can be formulated as,
MABl(xnor, ynor, t) = ˛l(xnor, ynor, t) − 0.383LATl(xnor, ynor, t)
− 0.003DEMl(xnor, ynor, t) (5)
MABk(xsou, ysou, t) = ˇk(xsou, ysou, t) + 0.398LATk(xsou, ysou, t)
− 0.003DEMk(xsou, ysou, t) (6)
MAB(x, y, t) = MABl(xnor, ynor, t) ∪ MABk(xsou, ysou, t) (7)
where MABl(xnor, ynor, t), LATl(xnor, ynor, t) and DEMl(xnor, ynor, t) are,
respectively, the mean annual biotemperature, latitude and eleva-
tion at the lth grid cell in the north hemisphere; MABk(xsou, ysou,
t), LATk(xsou, ysou, t) and DEMk(xsou, ysou, t) are, respectively, mean
annual biotemperature, latitude and elevation at the kth grid cell in
the south hemisphere; MAB(x, y, t) is the mean annual biotempera-
ture at one of 1441 × 2881 grid cells, in which (x, y) is geographical
coordinates of the grid cell, and t is time variable.
Surfaces of mean annual precipitation on spatial resolution
of 13.5 km × 13.5 km,  TAP(x, y, t), is developed by operating
HASM-MGS on precipitation data of HadCM3A1Fi, A2 and B2
scenarios with spatial resolution of 405 km × 270 km by taking
13.5 km × 13.5 km DEM as the auxiliary data. Then, potential evapo-
transpiration ratio on spatial resolution of 13.5 km × 13.5 km,  PER(x,
y, t), can be calculated in terms of the mean annual biotemperature
and the mean annual precipitation produced by HASM-MGS (Yue,
2010; Yue et al., 2005).
3. Methods
3.1. Classiﬁcation of Holdridge life zone
Holdridge life zone (HLZ) is a model that formulate distribution
of potential terrestrial ecosystems in terms of biotemperature, pre-
cipitation and potential evapotranspiration. HLZ can be expressed
as (Holdridge, 1947),
di(x, y, t) =
√
(M(x, y, t) − Mi0)2 + (T(x, y, t) − Ti0)2 + (P(x, y, t) − Pi0)2 (8)
where M(x, y, t) = ln MAB(x, y, t), T(x, y, t) = ln TAP(x, y, t), P(x, y,
t) = ln PER(x, y, t), MAB(x, y, t) is mean annual biotemperature in
degrees centigrade, TAP(x, y, t) presents mean annual precipitation
in millimeters, PER(x, y, t) is potential evapotranspiration ratio, (Mi0,
Ti0, Pi0) is the coordinate of the central point of the ith life zone in
the hexagonal system of HLZs. When dk(x, y, t) = min
i
{di(x, y, t)},
the site (x, y) is classiﬁed into the kth life zone.
We ﬁnd that HLZ model is more appropriate to global classiﬁca-
tion of the potential ecosystems if the boreal ecosystem types are
renamed as cold ecosystem types and the coordinate of the central
point of tropic rain forest is revised as (33.94 ◦C, 6000 mm,  0.177)
(Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2. The modiﬁed conceptual model of Holdridge life zones (a modiﬁcation form of the HLZ model developed by Holdridge, 1947).
3.2. Indexes of ecological diversity and patch connectivity
It is demonstrated that the scaling diversity index is able to
formulate both evenness and richness aspects of diversity; it is sci-
entiﬁcally sound and could be operated at affordable cost (Yue et al.,
2007; Yue and Li, 2010). The scaling diversity index is formulated
as (Yue et al., 2003, 2004),
D(ε, r, t) = − ln (
∑m(ε,r,t)
i=1 (pi(ε, r, t))
1/2)
2
ln ε
(9)
where pi(ε, r, t) is probability of the ith HLZ, m(ε, r, t) is total num-
ber of HLZ under investigation, r is spatial resolution of the used
data set, t represents time, ε = (e + A)−1, A is area of the investigation
region measured by hectare, and e equals 2.71828.
Patch connectivity can be deﬁned as the average movement
efﬁciency of migrants or propagules in patches of a region under
consideration (Risser et al., 1984). Efﬁciency of a movement can be
measured as the distance from a competing center to its outlying
parts within the territory (Haggett and Chorley, 1969). In terms of
these concepts, patch connectivity index is formulated as Yue et al.
(2004),
C(t) =
m(t)∑
i=1
ni(t)∑
j=1
pij(t) · Sij(t) (10)
where pij(t) is the area proportion of the jth HLZ in the ith HLZ
type to the total area under investigation at time t, ni(t) is the total
number of HLZ in the ith HLZ type, m(t) is the total number of all
investigated HLZ types, Sij = (8
√
3 · Aij)/Prij2, Aij and Prij are the area
and the perimeter of the jth HLZ in the ith HLZ type, respectively,
coefﬁcient 8
√
3 is the ratio of the square of perimeter to the area of
a hexagon, 0 ≤ C(t) ≤ 1.
3.3. Models of the mean center
The model of the mean center is formulated as (Hart, 1954; Yue,
2010),⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
xj(t) =
Ij∑
i=1
sij(t) · Xij(t)
Sj(t)
yj(t) =
Ij∑
i=1
sij(t) · Yij(t)
Sj(t)
(11)
where t is the variable of time; Ij(t) is the patch number of HLZ type
j; sij(t) is area of ith patch of HLZ type j; Sj(t) is the total area of HLZ
type j; (Xij(t), Yij(t)) is the longitude and latitude coordinate of the
geometric center of the ith patch of HLZ type j; (xj(t), yj(t)) is the
mean center of the HLZ type j.
Shift distance and direction of HLZ type j in the period from t to
t + 1 are, respectively, formulated as (Yue, 2010),
Dj =
√
(xj(t + 1) − xj(t))2 + (yj(t + 1) − yj(t))2 (12)
j = arctg
(
yj(t + 1) − yj(t)
xj(t + 1) − xj(t)
)
(13)
where Dj is the shift distance of HLZ type j in the period from t to
t + 1; j is the shift direction of HLZ type j, which due east is 0◦, due
north is 90◦, due west is 180◦ and due south is 270◦; (xj(t), yj(t))
and (xj(t + 1), yj(t + 1)) are, respectively, the coordinate of the mean
center of HLZ type j in the years t and t + 1. When 0◦ < j < 90◦, it
is stated that HLZ type j shifts to the northeast during the period
from t to t + 1; when 90◦ < j < 180, HLZ type j shifts to the north-
west; when 180◦ < j < 270, HLZ type j shifts to the southwest; when
270◦ < j < 360 HLZ type j shifts to the southeast.
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Table 1
Area of every ecosystem type under HadCM3 A1Fi Unit: km2.
HLZ ecosystem type T1 T2 T3 T4 Average Proportion (%)
Polar/nival area 19827497 18264935 16563396 15393169 17512249 11.93490
Subpolar/Alpine dry tundra 5771 4627 4307 732 3859 0.00263
Subpolar/Alpine moist tundra 767282 405452 152626 34677 340009 0.23172
Subpolar/Alpine wet tundra 4246990 3582775 2282096 1152526 2816097 1.91922
Subpolar/Alpine rain tundra 4360273 3505485 2557220 1618076 3010264 2.05155
Cold  temperate dry scrub 234286 152286 82627 47622 129205 0.08806
Cold  temperate moist forest 4476318 4510837 4046413 3274076 4076911 2.77849
Cold  temperate wet  forest 12388477 11567468 10002475 7798559 10439244 7.11452
Cold temperate rain forest 2041052 2190934 2179071 1814101 2056289 1.40140
Cool  temperate scrub 1642669 1418682 956732 429067 1111788 0.75770
Cool  temperate steppe 4052525 4280052 4055191 2789424 3794298 2.58588
Cool  temperate moist forest 9539050 11664606 14361821 15220008 12696372 8.65280
Cool  temperate wet  forest 3367327 3098278 2853411 3510628 3207411 2.18591
Cool  temperate rain forest 141988 164875 207374 316352 207647 0.14152
Warm temperate desert scrub 1571003 1674103 1399611 1240360 1471269 1.00270
Warm temperate thorn steppe 3136398 2932590 3153775 3930327 3288272 2.24101
Warm temperate dry forest 3627621 3624774 3934419 5555888 4185675 2.85261
Warm temperate moist forest 4438651 4118104 3831383 3940998 4082284 2.78215
Warm temperate wet forest 399057 402316 364841 328061 373569 0.25459
Warm temperate rain forest 131
Subtropical desert scrub 2216727 2492107 2574849 3780610 2766073 1.88513
Subtropical thorn woodland 4883440 5493943 5725090 4025833 5032076 3.42945
Subtropical dry forest 9321950 8107672 6596327 5105360 7282827 4.96337
Subtropical moist forest 12956941 10262495 7695889 6315732 9307764 6.34340
Subtropical wet  forest 1153828 782120 765078 713201 853557 0.58171
Subtropical rain forest 777 646 647 910 745 0.00051
Tropical desert scrub 1903121 2249367 2666780 3750324 2642398 1.80084
Tropical thorn woodland 2656098 3517057 4809334 6149521 4283003 2.91894
Tropical very dry forest 5866534 7258008 9674220 11113356 8478029 5.77792
Tropical dry forest 6908637 9364252 11731729 14165007 10542406 7.18483
Tropical moist forest 6626347 7915044 8636978 8755165 7983383 5.44081
Tropical wet forest 610722 647887 740104 669133 666962 0.45455
Tropical rain forest 10297 12254 7966 324 7710 0.00525
Desert 11352493 11063236 12120828 13790456 12081753 8.234
4. Results
4.1. Area change
Surfaces of the mean annual biotemperature, the mean annual
precipitation and potential evapotranspiration ratio are used to
generate surfaces of global potential terrestrial ecosystems by oper-
ating HLZ model (equation 8). The simulation results show that
warm temperate rain forest, only 131 km2, would appear in the
period T4 of scenario A1Fi while other 33 ecosystem types would
exist in all periods under all the three scenarios (Tables 1–3). Nival
area would account for the biggest proportion of terrestrial surface
on an average in terms of the three scenarios and the proportion
would be about 12%. The ﬁrst three smallest ecosystem types would
be subtropical rain forest, 745 km2, dry tundra, 3859 km2, and trop-
ical rain forest, 7710 km2, on an average.
Under scenario A1Fi (Table 1 and Fig. 3), comparing ecosystems
in period T4 with the ones in T1 shows that areas of subtropical
moist forest, cold temperate wet forest and nival area would have
the greatest decrease; their decreases would be 2.21 million km2,
1.53 million km2 and 1.48 million km2 on an average, respectively.
Areas of tropical dry forest, cool temperate moist forest and trop-
ical very dry forest would have the biggest increase; they would
increase, respectively, by 2.42 million km2, 1.89 million km2 and
1.75 million km2. Tropical rain forest and subpolar/alpine moist
tundra would decrease, respectively, by 97% and 95%; cool temper-
ate rain forest and tropical thorn woodland would increase by more
than 123%.
Under scenario A2a (Table 2, Fig. 4), subtropical moist forest,
nival area and subtropical dry forest would most severely shrink
and reduction of their areas would, respectively, be 2.22 million
km2, 1.32 million km2 and 1.3 million km2 on an average. Areas of
tropical dry forest, cool temperate moist forest and tropical very dry
forest would expand, respectively, 2.07 million km2, 2.01 million
km2 and 1.77 million km2. In T4 period, 92% of moist tundra would
disappear, comparing with its status in T1 period; tropical thorn
woodland and tropical very dry forest would increase, respectively,
by 108% and 97%.
Scenario B2a (Table 3, Fig. 5) indicated that subtropical moist
forest, subtropical dry forest and nival area would have the largest
reduction and their reduction would, respectively, be 2.26 million
km2, 1.3 million km2 and 1.14 million km2. Tropical dry forest, trop-
ical very dry forest and cool temperate moist forest would have the
rapidest expansion and their expansion areas would, respectively,
be 2.07 million km2, 1.68 million km2 and 1.66 million km2.  Moist
tundra would shrink 80%; Tropical thorn woodland, tropical very
dry forest and tropical dry forest would increase more than 92%.
Desert would account for about 8% on an average during the
period from T1 to T4 under the three scenarios of HadCM3 A1Fi, A2a
and B2a. Desert areas would have a similar change trends under the
scenarios A1Fi and A2a. In other words, they would have a decreas-
ing trend during the period from T1 to T2 and an increasing trend
from T2 to T3 and from T3 to T4. Under the scenario A1Fi, desert area
would decrease by 2,90,807 km2 from T1 to T2 and would increase
by 10,51,139 km2 and 16,75,576 km2, respectively, from T2 to T3
and from T3 to T4. Under the scenario A2a, desert would shrink
6,95,946 km2 from T1 to T2 and would expand 2,60,555 km2 and
15,63,744 km2, respectively, from T2 to T3 and from T3 to T4. The
major cause might be that precipitation during the periods from
T2 to T3 and from T3 to T4 would become less and less in western
Africa and southwestern Africa as well as in Borborema plateau of
South America. However, under the scenario B2a, desert area would
increase by 87,283 km2 from T1 to T2, decrease by 4,47,084 km2
from T2 to T3, and then increase by 9,17,211 km2 from T3 to T4.
Ecological diversity would have a continuously decreasing trend
under all the three scenarios (Table 4). During the period from T2 to
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Table 2
Area of every ecosystem type under HadCM3 Unit: km2.
HLZ ecosystem type T1 T2 T3 T4 Average Proportion (%)
Polar/nival area 19815466 18318821 17047229 15848241 17757439 12.1020
Subpolar/Alpine dry tundra 5772 5956 4164 2323 4554 0.0031
Subpolar/Alpine moist tundra 712473 422571 226257 57769 354767 0.2418
Subpolar/Alpine wet  tundra 4342344 3471264 2553198 1549132 2978985 2.0302
Subpolar/Alpine rain tundra 4269133 3654703 2773226 2078371 3193858 2.1767
Cold  temperate dry scrub 233599 153814 98971 54052 135109 0.0921
Cold  temperate moist forest 4785239 4607820 4430809 3447496 4317841 2.9427
Cold  temperate wet  forest 11894621 11397073 10469938 8925155 10671697 7.2730
Cold  temperate rain forest 2154012 2156348 2224906 1837838 2093276 1.4266
Cool temperate scrub 1676017 1397970 1109732 736538 1230064 0.8383
Cool  temperate steppe 4087001 4408070 4298397 3258684 4013038 2.7350
Cool  temperate moist forest 9597946 11591957 13547685 15618888 12589119 8.5797
Cool  temperate wet forest 3474548 3069259 2994441 3180962 3179802 2.1671
Cool  temperate rain forest 169196 157763 210660 291810 207357 0.1413
Warm temperate desert scrub 1489279 1689695 1433625 1394966 1501891 1.0236
Warm temperate thorn steppe 3128854 2971114 2866108 3431340 3099354 2.1123
Warm temperate dry forest 3475981 3563127 3717566 4876644 3908330 2.6636
Warm temperate moist forest 4296230 4219637 3904582 3588386 4002208 2.7276
Warm temperate wet  forest 439801 343980 377730 378017 384882 0.2623
Subtropical desert scrub 2302531 2733901 2589250 2905309 2632748 1.7943
Subtropical thorn woodland 5053150 5227609 5813644 5427614 5380504 3.6669
Subtropical dry forest 9676523 8420912 7149281 5786619 7758334 5.2874
Subtropical moist forest 13319940 10878423 8008036 6655899 9715574 6.6213
Subtropical wet forest 1093894 753874 604222 653309 776324 0.5291
Subtropical rain forest 777 516 384 778 614 0.0004
Tropical desert scrub 1781356 2225222 2857941 3202133 2516663 1.7152
Tropical thorn woodland 2534959 3386393 4429746 5281170 3908067 2.6634
Tropical very dry forest 5443611 7128922 8779740 10735396 8021917 5.4671
Tropical dry forest 6724082 9192037 11591285 12926509 10108478 6.8891
Tropical moist forest 6360093 7468062 8661488 8897841 7846871 5.3478
Tropical wet  forest 621368 640072 620643 803873 671489 0.4576
Tropical rain forest 6166 9810 2587 7966 6632 0.0045
Desert 11764408 11065502 11330707 12892857 11763369 8.0171
Table 3
Area of every ecosystem type under HadCM3 B2a Unit: km2.
HLZ ecosystem type T1 T2 T3 T4 Average Proportion (%)
Polar/nival area 19828232 18033841 17170148 16402827 17858762 12.1711
Subpolar/Alpine dry tundra 5810 5632 5290 4333 5266 0.0036
Subpolar/Alpine moist tundra 708450 454150 262973 143148 392180 0.2673
Subpolar/Alpine wet  tundra 4339430 3172702 2796989 2099062 3102046 2.1141
Subpolar/Alpine rain tundra 4259324 3428466 2981591 2554326 3305927 2.2531
Cold  temperate dry scrub 236669 173388 125377 75422 152714 0.1041
Cold  temperate moist forest 4784480 4584499 4344641 3915187 4407201 3.0036
Cold  temperate wet  forest 11891597 11040057 10446593 10017391 10848909 7.3937
Cold  temperate rain forest 2141024 2324965 2237810 2087321 2197780 1.4978
Cool  temperate scrub 1692320 1543464 1246426 1106648 1397214 0.9522
Cool  temperate steppe 4037436 4293419 4284853 3983391 4149775 2.8282
Cool  temperate moist forest 9564671 12143168 13592820 14536819 12459370 8.4913
Cool  temperate wet forest 3542723 2935378 2809993 2949733 3059457 2.0851
Cool  temperate rain forest 168305 169495 227977 288709 213621 0.1456
Warm temperate desert scrub 1489912 1445090 1535665 1541989 1503164 1.0244
Warm temperate thorn steppe 3120387 2928309 2673630 2784780 2876776 1.9606
Warm temperate dry forest 3456466 3329720 3563538 3954664 3576097 2.4372
Warm temperate moist forest 4305697 4037392 3860702 3870607 4018600 2.7388
Warm temperate wet  forest 440600 327181 316923 310530 348808 0.2377
Subtropical desert scrub 2291814 2224246 2592634 2802750 2477861 1.6887
Subtropical thorn woodland 5102177 5692257 5534499 5543413 5468087 3.7266
Subtropical dry forest 9676155 7763489 7115532 5783660 7584709 5.1691
Subtropical moist forest 13319879 8772405 7499480 6541520 9033321 6.1564
Subtropical wet forest 1083842 544277 545776 532588 676621 0.4611
Subtropical rain forest 777 646 647 647 679 0.0005
Tropical desert scrub 1779918 2217299 2496655 2750044 2310979 1.5750
Tropical thorn woodland 2540624 3303558 3901417 5016411 3690503 2.5151
Tropical very dry forest 5440589 7898220 8981154 10481507 8200368 5.5887
Tropical dry forest 6721554 10665543 12301607 12938220 10656731 7.2628
Tropical moist forest 6351272 8729651 9030356 8644844 8189031 5.5810
Tropical wet  forest 614471 666447 806748 714604 700568 0.4775
Tropical rain forest 6055 7742 7032 4365 6299 0.0043
Desert 11788759 11873387 11434612 12349650 11861602 8.084
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Fig. 3. HadCM3 A1Fi scenarios of HLZ ecosystem distribution on average: (a) during the periods 1961–1990 (T1), (b) 2010–2039 (T2), (c) 2040–2069 (T3), and (d) 2070–2099
(T4).
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Fig. 3. (Continued )
T4, decadal decreasing rate would be 0.123% under scenario A1Fi,
0.087% under scenario A2a, and 0.058% under B2a. However, patch
connectivity would have a ﬂuctuating change. Scenario A1Fi shows
that patch connectivity would increase from T1 to T2 and then
decrease. Scenario A2a indicates that patch connectivity would
increase from T1 to T2, decrease from T2 to T3 and then increase.
Patch connectivity under scenario B2a would have a contrastive
change comparing with the one under scenario A2a.
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Fig. 4. HadCM3 A2a scenarios of HLZ ecosystem distribution on an average: (a) during the periods 1961–1990 (T1), (b) 2010–2039 (T2), (c) 2040–2069 (T3), (d) 2070–2099
(T4).
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Fig. 4. (Continued )
4.2. Shift distance and direction of every ecosystem type
Under the scenario A1Fi, the ecosystem types in the north-
ern hemisphere, of which mean centers would have their shift
distances longer than 3400 km in stable shift directions include
subpolar/alpine moist tundra, subpolar/alpine dry tundra, subpo-
lar/alpine wet tundra, warm temperate wet forest, subtropical dry
forest, warm temperate thorn steppe, polar/nival area, warm tem-
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Fig. 5. HadCM3 B2a scenarios of HLZ ecosystem distribution on average: (a) during the periods 1961–1990 (T1), (b) 2010–2039 (T2), (c) 2040–2069 (T3), and (d) 2070–2099
(T4).
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Fig. 5. (Continued )
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Table 4
Ecological diversity and patch connectivity of HLZ ecosystems.
Scenarios Period Connectivity Diversity
A1Fi T1 0.1442 0.3421
T2 0.1482 0.3408
T3 0.1485 0.3377
T4 0.1481 0.3334
Decadal increasing rate from T2 to T4 (%) −0.123
A2a  T1 0.1448 0.3422
T2 0.1475 0.3406
T3 0.1371 0.3382
T4 0.1453 0.3354
Decadal increasing rate from T2 to T4 (%) −0.087
B2a  T1 0.1470 0.3422
T2 0.1404 0.3404
T3 0.1490 0.3387
T4 0.1482 0.3369
Decadal increasing rate from T2 to T4 (%) −0.058
perate moist forest and tropical wet forest (Table 5 and Fig. 6).
Subpolar/alpine moist tundra, subpolar/alpine dry tundra, sub-
polar/alpine wet tundra, polar/nival area and tropical wet  forest
would shift towards west and their shift distance would be,
respectively, 10,919 km,  8368 km,  5956 km,  4094 km and 3593 km.
Subtropical dry forest and warm temperate moist forest would shift
towards northwest, respectively, 4663 km and 3678 km. The mean
centers of warm temperate wet forest and warm temperate thorn
steppe would move, respectively, towards northeast 4720 km and
towards east 4517 km.  Warm temperate wet forest, cool temperate
rain forest, warm temperate thorn steppe, desert, cool temperate
rain forest and cool temperate wet forest in the southern hemi-
sphere would shift, respectively, towards east 12,344 km,  west
9943 km,  west 9036 km,  northeast 7306 km,  west 5036 km and
southwest 4549 km.  Warm temperate wet forest and warm tem-
perate thorn steppe would shift longer distances in stable directions
in both northern hemisphere and southern hemisphere. However,
warm temperate wet forest would shift towards east in both north-
ern hemisphere and southern hemisphere, while warm temperate
thorn steppe would shift towards east in northern hemisphere but
towards west in southern hemisphere.
Under scenario HadCM3 A2a, mean centers of subpolar/alpine
moist tundra, subtropical dry forest, warm temperate thorn steppe,
subpolar/alpine wet  tundra, warm temperate wet  forest, and
warm temperate moist forest in northern hemisphere would
move longer distances in stable directions (Table 6 and Fig. 7).
They would, respectively, shift 8750 km towards west, 5665 km
towards northwest, 4746 km towards northeast, 4404 km towards
west, 4214 km towards northeast, 4076 km towards northwest and
3470 km towards northeast. In southern hemisphere, mean cen-
ter of warm temperate wet forest would shift 12,479 km towards
southeast, warm temperate thorn steppe 7616 km towards west,
tropical thorn woodland 6449 km towards east, warm temperate
dry forest 5980 km towards west, tropical desert scrub 5255 km
towards west, subtropical wet  forest 4949 km towards east, cool
temperate wet  forest 4905 km towards southwest, and cool tem-
perate rain forest 4859 km towards west. Warm temperate wet
forest and warm temperate thorn steppe would have longer and
stable shift in both northern hemisphere and southern hemi-
sphere.
Under scenario HadCM3 B2a, mean centers of subpolar/Alpine
moist tundra, subpolar/Alpine dry tundra, subtropical dry forest,
warm temperate thorn steppe, warm temperate moist forest, sub-
tropical thorn woodland and warm temperate wet forest would,
respectively, shift 8461 km towards west, 5477 km towards west,
5172 km towards northwest, 3860 km towards northeast, 3483 km
Fig. 6. The ecosystem types with longer shift distances in stable directions under scenario HadCM3 A1Fi.
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Table 5
Shift distance and direction of mean center of every ecosystem type under scenario A1Fi Unit: km.
HLZ ecosystem type Hemisphere From T1 toT2 From T2 to T3 From T3 to T4
Shift Distance Direction Shift Distance Direction Shift Distance Direction
Polar/nival area Northern 814 Northwest 1750 Northwest 1530 Northwest
Southern 20 East 11 East 3 East
Subpolar/Alpine dry tundra Northern 7063 West 942 West 363 West
Southern
Subpolar/Alpine moist tundra Northern 4360 West 2724 West 3835 West
Southern
Subpolar/Alpine wet  tundra Northern 334 West 1855 West 3757 West
Southern 34 Northeast 150 South 26 South
Subpolar/Alpine rain tundra Northern 860 East 521 East 951 West
Southern 323 Southeast 901 Southeast 1952 Southeast
Cold  temperate dry scrub Northern 450 West 581 West 374 West
Southern 30 Northeast
Cold temperate moist forest Northern 910 East 464 Northeast 2962 West
Southern 112 Southeast 272 South 191 South
Cold  temperate wet  forest Northern 168 Northeast 769 East 462 East
Southern 79 Southeast 130 Northeast 263 East
Cold  temperate rain forest Northern 86 North 240 Northwest 687 East
Southern 181 Southwest 165 South 118 South
Cool  temperate scrub Northern 342 East 430 East 542 East
Southern 284 Northwest 377 South 671 South
Cool  temperate steppe Northern 667 Northeast 712 Northeast 1626 Northeast
Southern 118 Northwest 31 Northwest 174 South
Cool  temperate moist forest Northern 497 Northeast 331 Northeast 1359 East
Southern 1372 West 287 West 400 Southwest
Cool  temperate wet forest Northern 152 Northwest 1286 Northeast 1233 Northeast
Southern 2138 West 1473 West 938 Southwest
Cool  temperate rain forest Northern 514 West 90 Northeast 4750 West
Southern 2705 West 1477 West 1654 West
Warm  temperate desert scrub Northern 803 Northeast 773 Northeast 1210 Northeast
Southern 487 East 7402 West 753 Southeast
Warm  temperate thorn steppe Northern 1820 Northeast 1391 Northeast 1306 Northeast
Southern 3000 West 4276 West 1759 West
Warm  temperate dry forest Northern 1530 East 899 Northeast 321 Northeast
Southern 96 West 2372 West 7478 West
Warm  temperate moist forest Northern 1193 Northwest 1345 Northwest 1140 Northwest
Southern 46 Southeast 585 Northwest 1928 West
Warm  temperate wet  forest Northern 2944 Northeast 1600 Northeast 175 North
Southern 6180 Southeast 4590 Southeast 1574 Southeast
Subtropical desert scrub Northern 267 Northwest 415 North 1132 East
Southern 779 West 1105 West 5914 East
Subtropical thorn woodland Northern 2613 West 1662 Northwest 1076 Northeast
Southern 103 Southeast 675 West 4415 West
Subtropical dry forest Northern 2589 West 1421 West 653 Northwest
Southern 1465 West 540 Southwest 649 Southwest
Subtropical moist forest Northern 366 Northwest 1289 Northeast 544 North
Southern 182 Southwest 441 Southwest 511 Southwest
Subtropical wet forest Northern 603 Northwest 2354 Northeast 430 North
Southern 472 West 3020 East 4426 East
Subtropical rain forest Northern
Southern 286 East 571 East 330 East
Tropical  desert scrub Northern 167 East 433 West 1989 West
Southern 5189 West 546 Northwest 5893 East
Tropical  thorn woodland Northern 862 West 1594 West 935 East
Southern 2294 West 4006 East 1211 East
Tropical  very dry forest Northern 455 East 556 Northeast 193 Northwest
Southern 266 East 2940 West 1718 West
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Table  5 (Continued)
HLZ ecosystem type Hemisphere From T1 toT2 From T2 to T3 From T3 to T4
Shift Distance Direction Shift Distance Direction Shift Distance Direction
Tropical dry forest Northern 746 East 135 East 112 Northeast
Southern 617 West 197 Southwest 485 Southeast
Tropical moist forest Northern 410 East 907 East 1189 East
Southern 420 Southwest 555 East 1428 East
Tropical wet forest Northern 1252 West 278 West 2063 West
Southern 111 East 279 East 737 East
Tropical rain forest Northern 9 Northeast 7 South 21 Southwest
Southern 66 Southeast
Desert Northern 85 Southwest 365 West 587 West
Southern 2909 East 1322 North 3074 East
towards northwest, 3465 km towards northwest and 3442 km
towards northeast in northern hemisphere (Table 7 and Fig. 8). In
southern hemisphere, warm temperate wet forest and subtropi-
cal wet forest would, respectively, move 13,500 km and 4955 km
towards southeast; warm temperate thorn steppe, cool temper-
ate rain forest and cool temperate wet forest would move towards
west 6604 km,  4464 km and 4226 km,  respectively. Warm temper-
ate wet  forest and warm temperate thorn steppe would present
Fig. 7. The ecosystem types with longer shift distances in stable directions under scenario HadCM3 A2a.
Fig. 8. The ecosystem types with longer shift distances in stable directions under scenario HadCM3 B2a.
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Table 6
Shift distance and direction of mean center of every ecosystem type under scenario A2a Unit: km.
HLZ ecosystem type Hemisphere From T1 toT2 From T2 to T3 From T3 to T4
Shift Distance Direction Shift Distance Direction Shift Distance Direction
Polar/nival area Northern 888 Northwest 1084 Northwest 1288 Northwest
Southern 18 East 12 East 3 East
Subpolar/Alpine dry tundra Northern 5791 West 261 West 1139 East
Southern
Subpolar/Alpine moist tundra Northern 4657 West 3097 West 997 West
Southern
Subpolar/Alpine wet  tundra Northern 636 West 1248 West 2520 West
Southern 32 East 144 South 53 Southwest
Subpolar/Alpine rain tundra Northern 879 East 785 East 91 East
Southern 373 Southeast 305 Southeast 1745 Southeast
Cold  temperate dry scrub Northern 900 West 73 West 95 West
Southern 46 East
Cold temperate moist forest Northern 760 East 137 Northeast 1330 West
Southern 173 South 257 South 160 South
Cold  temperate wet  forest Northern 366 Northeast 431 East 220 Northeast
Southern 132 South 231 Northeast 87 Northeast
Cold  temperate rain forest Northern 375 West 521 East 130 Northwest
Southern 183 Southwest 150 South 123 South
Cool  temperate scrub Northern 373 East 216 East 360 East
Southern 279 Northwest 364 South 791 South
Cool  temperate steppe Northern 637 Northeast 672 Northeast 1103 Northeast
Southern 105 Northwest 49 Northwest 28 Southeast
Cool  temperate moist forest Northern 351 Northeast 171 Northeast 904 East
Southern 1659 West 255 West 384 Southwest
Cool  temperate wet forest Northern 114 Northeast 683 Northeast 1540 Northeast
Southern 1816 West 2092 West 997 Southwest
Cool  temperate rain forest Northern 2001 West 2768 East 4127 West
Southern 2014 West 1944 West 900 West
Warm  temperate desert scrub Northern 1197 Northeast 649 Northeast 766 Northeast
Southern 3635 East 10567 West 596 Southeast
Warm  temperate thorn steppe Northern 1761 East 1836 Northeast 1148 Northeast
Southern 3565 West 3152 West 899 West
Warm  temperate dry forest Northern 1434 East 530 Northeast 805 Northeast
Southern 38 West 1463 West 4480 West
Warm  temperate moist forest Northern 1186 Northwest 1318 Northwest 1571 Northwest
Southern 598 East 782 West 1687 West
Warm  temperate wet  forest Northern 1351 Northeast 1688 Northeast 1175 Northeast
Southern 5572 Southeast 5945 Southeast 963 Southeast
Subtropical desert scrub Northern 293 Northeast 453 Northeast 214 Northeast
Southern 3303 East 2653 West 2021 East
Subtropical thorn woodland Northern 1433 Northwest 1438 Northwest 416 Northwest
Southern 178 Southwest 198 Southwest 1347 West
Subtropical dry forest Northern 2386 West 2416 West 863 Northwest
Southern 1406 West 777 West 293 Southwest
Subtropical moist forest Northern 363 Northwest 1040 Northeast 606 Northeast
Southern 514 Southwest 163 South 372 Southwest
Subtropical wet forest Northern 881 Northeast 700 North 1890 East
Southern 912 East 1674 East 2362 East
Subtropical rain forest Northern 3 Southeast 15 West 18 East
Southern 705 East 91 East 71 Southeast
Tropical  desert scrub Northern 95 Northwest 78 Southeast 1462 West
Southern 4695 Northwest 466 Northwest 94 Southwest
Tropical  thorn woodland Northern 902 West 1227 West 84 East
Southern 278 East 3499 East 2673 East
Tropical  very dry forest Northern 323 East 964 East 355 Northwest
Southern 623 East 1759 West 1923 West
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Table  6 (Continued)
HLZ ecosystem type Hemisphere From T1 toT2 From T2 to T3 From T3 to T4
Shift Distance Direction Shift Distance Direction Shift Distance Direction
Tropical dry forest Northern 865 East 50 Southeast 52 Northwest
Southern 1023 West 211 South 259 Southeast
Tropical moist forest Northern 502 East 588 East 730 East
Southern 451 East 176 Southwest 389 East
Tropical wet forest Northern 263 West 1415 West 744 West
Southern 406 East 30 Northeast 260 East
Tropical rain forest Northern 447 East 26 Southeast 9 Northeast
Southern
Desert Northern 138 West 141 West 305 West
Southern 726 Northeast 1354 East 977 North
Table 7
Shift distance and direction of mean center of every ecosystem type under scenario B2a Unit: km.
HLZ ecosystem type Hemisphere From T1 toT2 From T2 to T3 From T3 to T4
Shift  Distance Direction Shift Distance Direction Shift Distance Direction
Polar/nival area Northern 878 Northwest 1029 Northwest 586 Northwest
Southern 22 East 5 East 6 East
Subpolar/Alpine dry tundra Northern 3138 West 1857 West 481 West
Southern
Subpolar/Alpine moist tundra Northern 4103 West 2600 West 1758 West
Southern
Subpolar/Alpine wet tundra Northern 479 West 1134 West 1067 West
Southern 42 Southeast 23 South 149 South
Subpolar/Alpine rain tundra Northern 1546 East 587 East 228 West
Southern 757 Southeast 418 Southeast 829 Southeast
Cold  temperate dry scrub Northern 886 West 369 West 401 East
Southern
Cold  temperate moist forest Northern 478 Northwest 995 East 428 West
Southern 259 South 113 South 127 South
Cold  temperate wet  forest Northern 1091 East 73 Northeast 348 East
Southern 133 Southeast 138 Northeast 38 East
Cold  temperate rain forest Northern 222 Northwest 109 East 97 West
Southern 242 South 83 Southwest 70 Southwest
Cool  temperate scrub Northern 216 Northeast 198 East 128 Northeast
Southern 339 North 52 Southwest 424 South
Cool  temperate steppe Northern 225 Northeast 670 Northeast 472 Northeast
Southern 116 Northwest 70 North 17 Northeast
Cool  temperate moist forest Northern 158 Northeast 338 Northeast 455 East
Southern 1722 West 198 West 192 Southwest
Cool  temperate wet  forest Northern 509 Northeast 283 Northeast 519 West
Southern 2359 West 1149 West 719 Southwest
Cool  temperate rain forest Northern 2769 West 376 East 223 West
Southern 2480 West 1537 West 447 West
Warm  temperate desert scrub Northern 1124 Northeast 561 Northeast 243 Northeast
Southern 2936 West 4663 West 504 East
Warm  temperate thorn steppe Northern 1698 Northeast 1319 Northeast 843 Northeast
Southern 2667 West 3516 West 421 West
Warm  temperate dry forest Northern 2249 East 186 Northwest 1019 East
Southern 487 West 1102 West 1053 West
Warm  temperate moist forest Northern 1258 Northwest 839 Northwest 1386 Northwest
Southern 589 East 199 Northwest 775 West
Warm  temperate wet forest Northern 1988 Northeast 1002 Northeast 452 Northeast
Southern 9547 Southeast 2640 Southeast 1313 Southeast
Subtropical desert scrub Northern 314 Northwest 167 North 202 North
Southern 294 Southeast 2591 East 135 West
Subtropical thorn woodland Northern 2871 West 303 Northwest 291 Northwest
Southern 122 Southwest 548 West 295 West
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Table 7 (Continued)
HLZ ecosystem type Hemisphere From T1 toT2 From T2 to T3 From T3 to T4
Shift Distance Direction Shift Distance Direction Shift Distance Direction
Subtropical dry forest Northern 3835 West 851 West 486 Northwest
Southern 1998 West 118 Southeast 711 West
Subtropical moist forest Northern 535 Northeast 502 Northeast 293 Northeast
Southern 390 Southwest 158 Southwest 868 West
Subtropical wet forest Northern 1896 West 2901 East 1550 Northeast
Southern 132 Southeast 2164 East 2659 East
Subtropical rain forest Northern 0 13 West 0
Southern 286 East 564 East 8 East
Tropical desert scrub Northern 185 East 195 East 1248 West
Southern 5115 Northwest 61 North 159 Southeast
Tropical thorn woodland Northern 703 West 165 West 1365 West
Southern 1771 East 5067 East 631 West
Tropical very dry forest Northern 225 East 119 Northwest 924 East
Southern 704 East 1164 West 2701 West
Tropical dry forest Northern 840 East 51 East 299 East
Southern 980 West 151 Southwest 200 Southwest
Tropical moist forest Northern 457 East 58 Northeast 890 East
Southern 292 Southwest 101 Southeast 1100 East
Tropical wet  forest Northern 475 West 619 West 444 West
Southern 217 Northeast 185 East 212 East
Tropical rain forest Northern 452 East 1 Southwest 7 Southwest
Southern 0
Desert Northern 197 West 104 Southwest 276 West
Southern 854 North 1257 East 1084 Northeast
longer shifts in stable directions in both northern and southern
hemispheres.
5. Discussion and conclusions
5.1. Conclusions
A high accuracy and speed method (HASM) for surface
modelling is employed to simulate surfaces of biotemperature, pre-
cipitation and potential evapotanspiration ratio in terms of data
from 2766 weather observation stations scattered over the world
by using DEM on spatial resolution of 13.5 km × 13.5 km as auxil-
iary data. Climate scenarios of HadCM3A1Fi, A2 and B2 with spatial
resolution of 405 km × 270 km are reﬁned to ones on the spatial res-
olution of 13.5 km × 13.5 km.  Finally, three scenarios of HLZ ecosys-
tems are produced in terms of the simulated climatic surfaces.
The results indicate that all polar/nival, subpolar/alpine and
cold ecosystem types would have a continuously decreasing trend,
including nival area, moist tundra, wet tundra, rain tundra, cold
temperate dry scrub, cold temperate moist forest, cold temperate
wet forest, cold temperate rain forest, and cool temperate scrub.
80% of alpine moist tundra would at least disappear in the period
T4, comparing with its status in T1.
Except tropical rain forest, all other tropical ecosystem types
would increase, such as tropical wet forest, tropical moist forest,
tropical dry forest, tropical very dry forest, tropical thorn woodland,
and tropical desert scrub as well as subtropical rain forest. Tropi-
cal thorn woodland would increase by more than 97%. In general,
climate change would cause a continuous decrease of ecological
diversity.
Under all the three scenarios, in northern hemisphere, mean
centers of subpolar/alpine moist tundra, warm temperate moist
forest and subtropical dry forest would move longer distances
towards west; mean center of desert would move towards west
because desert area would decrease in China and central Asia; Bor-
borema plateau in Brazil would have a rapid desertiﬁcation trend. In
southern hemisphere, cool temperate wet forest and cool temper-
ate rain forest would shift longer distances towards west. Warm
temperate thorn steppe and warm temperate wet  forest would
have their longer shift distances in stable directions in both north-
ern and southern hemispheres.
Subpolar/alpine moist tundra would be the most sensitive
ecosystem type because its area would have the rapidest decreas-
ing rate and its mean center would shift the longest distance
towards west. In other words, subpolar/alpine moist tundra could
be selected as an indicator of climatic change.
Deserts in Australia and in Chile could not be completely found
in the simulated results even in the period from 1960 to 1990. This
phenomenon means that HadCM3 climate scenarios in southern
hemisphere might have a very serious error problem.
5.2. Discussion
The global-scale ecological unit of the biome has been extended
to include the human inﬂuence of ecosystems, which incorporated
human population density, land use and land cover to describe
anthropogenic effects on the Earth (Alessa and Chapin III, 2008).
Climate and geology have shaped ecosystems and evolution in the
past, while human forces may  now outweigh these across most of
the Earth’s land surface today and most of “nature” is now embed-
ded within anthropogenic mosaics of land use and land cover (Ellis
and Ramankutty, 2008). It is a limitation of HASM to effectively
combine HLZ potential ecosystems with human population distri-
bution and land use change, which will be a key emphasis in our
further work.
In many cases, quantitative spatial analysis yielded different
implications with different locations, which led to the develop-
ment of methods to integrate global and local controls. Ecosystem
dynamics could not be recovered from dealing with the global con-
trols alone while ignoring the local complications, or by treating
the local case studies in isolation from the global factors. The key
to a sustainable environment is to think globally and act locally;
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the key to understanding spatial systems is to think both globally
and locally at once (Phillips, 2002). For instance, the global datasets
must be used in order to analyze the global invasion success of
Central European plants (Pysek et al., 2009). HASM will be tested
by conducting sufﬁcient case-studies on various spatial scales in
order to solve the problem of multiscale-data assimilation in the
earth surface modelling.
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Appendix A. An introduction to HASM-PGS
Suppose a surface can be expressed as (x, y, f(x, y)),
{(xk, yk, f (xk, yk))
∣∣(xk, yk) ∈  } is a sampled dataset in
which  is the coordinate set of the sampled points,
{(xi, yi)
∣∣xi = i × h, yj = j × h, 0 ≤ i ≤ I + 1, 0 ≤ j ≤ J + 1 } is an
orthogonal division of computational domain  in which I is
total lattice number in direction x and J is total lattice number in
direction y, h is grid cell size of the division, and f n
i,j
is the ith iterant
of f(x, y) at grid cell (xi, yi) in which n is the iteration steps. Then,
the iterative formulation of HASM can be formulated as (Yue et al.,
2007; Yue and Song, 2008),⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
f n+1
i+1,j − 2f n+1i,j + f n+1i−1,j
h2
= ( 111)
n
i,j
f n
i+1,j − f ni−1,j
2h
+ ( 211)
n
i,j
f n
i,j+1 − f ni,j−1
2h
+
Ln
i,j√
En
i,j
+ Gn
i,j
− 1
f n+1
i,j+1 − 2f n+1i,j + f n+1i,j−1
h2
= ( 122)
n
i,j
f n
i+1,j − f ni−1,j
2h
+ ( 222)
n
i,j
f n
i,j+1 − f ni,j−1
2h
+
Nn
i,j√
En
i,j
+ Gn
i,j
− 1
(14)
where
Eni,j = 1 +
(
f n
i+1,j − f ni−1,j
2h
)2
;
Fni,j =
(
f n
i+1,j − f ni−1,j
2h
)  (
f n
i,j+1 − f ni,j−1
2h
)
;
Gni,j = 1 +
(
f n
i,j+1 − f ni,j−1
2h
)2
;
Lni,j =
f n
i+1,j − 2f ni,j + f ni−1,j
h2
√
1 + ((f n
i+1,j − f ni−1,j)/2h)
2 + ((f n
i,j+1 − f ni,j−1)/2h)
2
;
Nni,j =
f n
i,j+1 − 2f ni,j + f ni,j−1
h2
√
1 + ((f n
i+1,j − f ni−1,j)/2h)
2 + ((f n
i,j+1 − f ni,j−1)/2h)
2
;
( 111)
n
i,j
=
Gn
i,j
(En
i+1,j − Eni−1,j) − 2Fni,j(Fni+1,j − Fni−1,j) + Fni,j(Eni,j+1 − Eni,j−1)
4(En
i,j
· Gn
i,j
− (Fn
i,j
)2)h
( 211)
n
i,j
=
2En
i,j
(Fn
i+1,j − Fni−1,j) − Eni,j(Eni,j+1 − Eni,j−1) − Fni,j(Eni+1,j − Eni−1,j)
4(En
i,j
· Gn
i,j
− (Fn
i,j
)2)h
( 122)
n
i,j
=
2Gn
i,j
(Fn
i,j+1 − Fni,j−1) − Gni,j(Gni+1,j − Gni−1,j) − Fni,j(Gni,j+1 − Gni,j−1)
4(En
i,j
· Gn
i,j
− (Fn
i,j
)2)h
( 222)
n
i,j
=
En
i,j
(Gn
i,j+1 − Gni,j−1) − 2Fni,j(Fni,j+1 − Fni,j−1) + Fni,j(Gni+1,j − Gni−1,j)
4(En
i,j
· Gn
i,j
− (Fn
i,j
)2)h
The matrix formulation of equation set (14) can be expressed
as,{
A ·  zn+1 = dn
B · zn+1 = qn (15)
where zn+1 == (f n+11,1 , ..., f n+11,J , ......, f n+1I,1 , ..., f n+1I,J )
T =
(zn+11 , ..., z
n+1
J , ..., z
n+1
(I−1)·J+1, ..., z
n+1
I·J ), z
n+1
(i−1)·J+j = f n+1i,j for 1 ≤ i ≤ I,
1 ≤ j ≤ J; A and B, respectively, represent coefﬁcient matrixes of the
ﬁrst equation and the second equation of equation set (14); dn and
qn are, respectively, the right-hand side vectors of the equation
set.
If the pth sampling point is located at the lattice (xi, yj) in the
computational domain, the simulation value should be equal to or
approximate to the sampling value at this lattice so that a constraint
equation set is added to the equation set (15). HASM formulation
could be transformed into,[
AT BT  · ST
][ A
B
 · S
]
zn+1 =
[
AT BT  · ST
][ dn
qn
 · k
]
(16)
where there is only one non-zero element in every row of the coef-
ﬁcient matrix S, sp,(i−1)×J+j = 1, p is the sequence number of sampled
points, and non-zero element of sampling vector k is expressed as
kp = f¯i,j .
Let W =
[
AT BT  · ST
][ A
B
 · S
]
and vn =
[
AT BT  · ST
][ dn
qn
 · k
]
, then equation set (16) is formulated as,
W · zn+1 = vn (17)
W is a large sparse and symmetric positive deﬁnite matrix. The
parameter  is the weight of the sampling points and determines
the contribution of the sampling points to the simulated surface.
 could be a real number, which means all sampling points have
the same weight, or a vector, which means every sampling point
has its own weight. Area affected by a sampling point in a complex
region is smaller than in a ﬂat region. Therefore, a smaller value of
 is selected in a complex region and a bigger value of  is selected
in a ﬂat region.
Numerical and real-world tests (Yue et al., 2010a,b; Yue and
Wang, 2010) indicate that Preconditioned Gauss-Seidel method of
HASM (HASM-PGS) for solving equation set (17) has both a higher
computing speed and less storage requirement comparing than
other HASM methods. In terms of Ujevic´ (2006),  HASM-PGS can
be expressed as the following pseudocodes:
for n = 0, 1, 2, ...
1 = zn
for i = 0, 1, 2, ..., m
i+1 = i + i + 	i · qi
end for i
zn+1 = m+1
Stopping criteria
end for n
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where z0 is the interpolation value, n is the iterative times, m is the
total number of grid cells in the computational domain, e1 = (1, 0, 0,
..., 0, 0), e2 = (0, 1, 0, ..., 0, 0), . . .,  en−1 = (0, 0, 0, ..., 1, 0), en = (0, 0, 0, ..., 0,
1), i = −(
i · ei/wi,i), 
i = (wi, i) − vni , 	 i = (W · i − vn, qi) + (W · qi,
i)/(W · qi, qi), qi = ej in which i = j + 1 when j 〈 n and i = 1 when j = n).
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